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‘ad omnia paratus’

October 24th, 2018

Dear Parents / Carers
As part of our topics in the Spring term, we are hoping to organise a couple of educational experiences for the children. One
will be a visiting workshop by Portals Through Time, which will bring the world of the Ancient Greeks to life, within the
school environment. The main trip out of school will be as part of our science work on the Universe and beyond. We will be
visiting the National Space Center in Leicester for this trip.
Whilst there the children will be:
Taking part in a workshop on the Sun, Moon and Earth, creating rockets and watching an informative film about a journey
through the universe.
Both experiences are designed to extend the learning the children will do about these topics.
The total cost of the Portals Through Time workshop will be approximately £6 per child
The cost of entry to the Space center and specialist led activities will be approximately £14 per child
The cost of the bus will be approximately £6.50 per child
Therefore the total cost of the Space center trip is expected to be £20.50 per child
Before we are able to confirm the booking of these events, we need to undertake a register of interest to find out if
parents/carers are happy for their child to take part in these activities. If we have the majority of interest in favour of
the trips, then we will be able to confirm the booking. A letter confirming the booking, arrangements and confirmed
costings will be sent out shortly after the interest has been indicated – payment, as always, will then be able to be made via
the online system. Opportunities to receive support for payment can again be discussed at the office.
If you are happy for your child to take part in this trip, please indicate on the form below and return this slip to school – no
later than Friday 9th Novemebr, 2018. If not enough interest is registered by this date, then we will be unable to offer
the trip.
With thanks
The year 5 team
Year 5 Greeks Workshop and Space center trip
Name of Child______________________________________________________ Class_______________
I am happy to support the Space center trip and would agree to contribute payment for it.
I do not wish to support the trip and would not agree to contribute payment for it.
I am happy to support the Greeks workshop and agree to contribute payment for it.
I do not wish to support the Greeks workshop and would not agree to contribute payment

Please return to register interest by Friday 9th November 2018

